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SYNOPSIS

THREE PEOPLE.THREE LIVES. JUST ONE DAY

In the course of just one day, we venture into the lives of three characters within the diverse landscape of contemporary Uganda.
IMANI provides a refreshing look at Uganda post Idi Amin, post LRA (Lords Resistance Army).
A fresh new talent, director Caroline Kamya, gives us an intimate portrait of the lives of a child soldier, a maid and a hip hop dancer living in Uganda today.
“Olweny” is a deep thinking, intense 12 year old former child soldier. A new chapter in his life begins as he starts his journey to his rural home after a few weeks of
post-war rehabilitation. Is he ready to return to his family who have not seen him for over 4 years or are the demons of his past going to resurface once again?
“Mary” is a strong and determined 25 year old maid who returns from her village to a wealthy suburb in the capital Kampala where she works. Family responsibilities
create havoc in her daily routine forcing her to make some tough decisions that will forever affect her life.
“Armstrong” is a fun loving and talented 18 year old break dancer with a turbulent background. He makes plans to return to the inner city “hood” to stage a free
dance performance but skeletons from his past surface and force him to face what he thought he had left behind.
IMANI is a visual feast of stunning worlds revealing the little known city of Kampala and the formerly war torn region of Gulu, providing a unique perspective
from this region of Africa.
The blend of popular contemporary local language acoustic and hiphop flavours, alongside traditional African beats carries the narratives, skillfully woven
together to form the tapestry of both rural and urban life in Uganda today.
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IMANI AWARDS

WINNER 2010

BEST DIRECTOR- CAROLINE KAMY, TARIFAAFRICAN FILM FESTIVAL (SPAIN)

BESTACTRESS - REHEMA NANFUKA, TARIFAAFRICAN FILM FESTIVAL (SPAIN)

BEST FEATURE FILM SILVER DHOW - ZANZIBAR INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL (ZANZIBAR)

SPECIAL JURY MENTION FOR DIRECTION - DURBAN INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL (DURBAN)

MOST PROMISING ACTRESS - REHEMA NANFUKA, AFRICAN MOVIE ACADEMYAWARDS (NIGERIA)
BEST FILM IN AN AFRICAN LANGUAGE - AFRICAN MOVIE ACADEMYAWARDS (NIGERIA)
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BIOGRAPHIES
Philip Buyi Roy (Armstrong)
Philip Buyi Roy was born on March 15th, 1989 in Kampala, Uganda. As a child, Philip watched his older brother act and was
not only inspired, but inherited the necessary drive to achieve his goal. At the age of 16, Philip was cast as an extra in the highly
successful film “The Last King Of Scotland.” This, he believes, opened his eyes to the world of film. The IMANI production,
Philip claims, has changed his perception of film and acting; he believes he has gained the “art” in the craft. Philip, one of the
first members of the Break Dancing Project Uganda, is an avid music and dance fan citing his favorite genres as hip-hop and
RnB. Having currently finished his O’ Level examinations, Philip enjoys traveling, playing basketball, and learning new styles
of dance. Playing Armstrong in IMANI is his first major film role.

Rehema Nanfuka (Mary)
Rehema Nanfuka was born on May 25th, 1985, in Jinja, Uganda. With no intentions of becoming a film actress, Rehema veered
into the IMANI auditions accidentally. Rehema explains that she was only meeting a friend at the National Theater in Kampala,
when she decided to audition. A natural in front of the camera, it comes as no surprise that she has always had dreams of becoming
a television newscaster. She is also highly interested in marketing, and is soon to graduate from Makerere University with a
degree in International Business. She cites her other hobbies as reading and writing. She believes the IMANI production has been
revealing and very different from any other production she has worked on; in comparison more professional. She is glad to have
taken part in the feature and is even happier as this film will definitely set a mark in the still growing Ugandan film industry.

Stephen Ocen (Olwenyi)

Stephen Ocen was born on September 15th, 1994 in Gulu Municipality. Always having had dreams of being an actor, he believes
the IMANI production has “changed his life”. His other hobbies include playing football, watching movies and acting.
The IMANI production is his first ever.
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Caroline Kamya (Producer & Director)

Award-winning Ugandan Filmmaker Caroline Kamya completed degrees in England in Architecture and Urban Design at the prestigious Bartlett
(UCL), and a MA in TV Documentary at Goldsmith College. She continued to work in TV for several years.
She worked at BBC London after attaining professional BBC TV training in 2003. In 2004 she set up a company office in Kampala, Uganda. iVAD International is now the leading production house in Uganda. In 2006 Carol attended the Maisha Film Lab programme in Uganda
(founded by Mira Nair) and completed her first three short films.
In 2007 she then attended Berlinale Talent Campus, returning to Uganda with a renewed commitment to be back in Berlin with a feature film.
Her award winning series entailed “The AfriCAN’s’ has become a global hit racking up numerous awards at international festivals to date.
Caroline also set up a not for profit training arm of iVAD to provide TV training to young people in Uganda. Caroline currently works as
a director of both film and documentary, with recent projects collaborating with the Nordic countries. IMANI is her debut feature
film IMANI that opened at the Berlinale International Film Festival 2010 and has since travelled the world gaining a number of awards.
Caroline has most recently completed two further films “Chips and Liver Girls” and “Fire Fly” commissioned by The Danish Film Institute
/ DOX Lab and the Rotterdam International Film Festival. Both films are to be screened at the DOX Film Festival in Denmark an the Rotterdam Film
Festival in Holland 2010 and 2011 respectfully.

Awards

SPECIAL JURY MENTION AWARD FOR DIRECTION - CAROLINE KAMYA FOR IMANI ,
DURBAN INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL 2010 - DIFF - (SOUTH AFRICA)
BEST FULL LENGTH FILM DIRECTOR “IMANI”- 7TH EDITION TARIFA AFRICAN
FILM FESTIVAL ( SPAIN) – 2010 (FOR LEADING ACTRESS REHEMA NANFUKABEST ACTRESS IN FEATURE LENGTH FILM – 7TH EDITION TARIFA AFRICAN FILM
FESTIVAL (SPAIN) – 2010)
BEST FILM IN AN AFRICAN LANGUAGE “IMANI” - THE AFRICAN MOVIE ACADEMY
AWARDS – 2010 (FOR LEADING ACTRESS REHEMA NANFUKA- MOST PROMISING
ACTRESS AWARD THE AFRICAN MOVIE ACADEMY AWARDS – 2010)
BEST FILM: “Taxi Girl”- Uhuru Film Festival USA – 2009
BEST DIRECTOR: “Taxi Girl”- Uhuru Film Festival USA – 2009
BEST EAST AFRICAN DOCUMENTARY “Real Saharawi”, LOLA CHILDREN’S FILM
FESTIVAL – 2007 Kenya
GOLD AWARD “Real Saharawi” – ZANZIBAR INTERNATIONAL Film Festival – 2006
SILVER AWARD “Dancing Wizard” – ZANZIBAR INTERNATIONAL Film Festival – 2006
BEST SHORT FILM “Women Wake Up”, PAN AFRICAN Film Festival – 2006
COMMENDATION AWARD: “Life Choices”-ONE WORLD Awards U.K – 2005
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Dr. Agnes Nasozi Kamya (Writer)
The Ugandan feature film “IMANI” was written by Dr. Agnes Kamya, a writer and anthropologist based in Kampala, Uganda.
Dr. Kamya initially completed an M Eng in Civil Engineering at Imperial College, London and worked for some years in the development field
before eventually following her dream to write and study anthropology. After completing her PhD in Social Anthropology at the University of
London in early 2008, she was commissioned to write her first screenplay by her sister, the director Carol Kamya through the latter’s multimedia
company, IVAD International. Dr. Kamya is currently a Research Fellow at the Makerere Institute for Social Research in Kampala, Uganda.
She now combines her creative and academic work by focusing on the intersection of Anthropology, performance and representation..
			

				

The story of Oweny is inspired by “Shadow of Tinted Soul” by Judith Adong.

Andrew Mark Coppin (Director of Photography)
As a teenager Andrew Coppin was awarded a People’s Choice Award (GIFTS) and a Certificate of Excellence (VFS).
After graduating, he worked extensively on low budget independent films as either Cinematographer or Camera Assistant.
He became the youngest person to join IATSE 669 in the Focus Puller category. Andrew was among the first to be certified as a Digital Imaging
Technician (DIT) in western Canada. For over 10 years he has worked steadily as a Focus Puller and DIT (often at the same time)
on TV and film projects in the US, Canada, and around the world. Recent credits include (feature films) “The X Files: I Want to Believe” and “Firewall”, and (TV series)“Eureka!”
Throughout his career he has continued working as a Cinematographer, and is proud to have “IMANI” as his first feature film.

Ragnar Grippe (Music Composer)
Ragnar was born into a musical family. While at college in Stockholm, he attended Music Conservatory then proceeded to study Musicology at
Stockholm University, followed by Electronic Music at McGill University. He was then offered a Ph.D. grant.
Ragnar has composed for ballets, worked on music for TV, jingles in France and Sweden, records with BIS CRI and EMI and the New Year’s music
for Swedish national Television. In 1990 he composed ”Musique Pour Orgue” an instrumental piece for the organ player Gunnar Idenstam.
He has produced over 300 works in areas such as film, TV, radio jingles, modern danse, chamber music, symphonic music and electronic music.
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DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT
IT’S AFRICA’S TIME

This film is the first of its kind, a trilogy depicting life in contemporary Uganda.
lMANI which means “faith”, is so called because all title characters survive and rely on faith. The film is also a testament to the belief I have in our creativity as Ugandans.
We can tell our own stories in a powerful and unique way, in our own voices. IMANI is the first feature to be filmed on a RED Camera in Uganda and also in the local
languages of Luganda and Acholi, with a cast and crew of mainly inexperienced locals. In addition, for the first time, the area of Gulu is captured on film
by a local fiction filmmaker highlighting life after the conflict of recent years.

STYLE

I am influenced by the great directors of the francophone African film genre (who I honor) and the aesthetics of some European cinema (of which I am a great fan).
African American filmmakers of the blaxploitation era have also made their mark on my work with a touch of the South American fiction film.
I am a product of a global life and hence my work is deeply rooted in the land of my birth of which I am proud, is influenced by the places I have lived, the people I have
met and the films I have enjoyed. My aim is to produce a film that is a new way of making film narratives from our continent.
The pacing and rhythm is very different from conventional western cinema which is very intentional.
The slow moving intro to the fast juxtaposed cuts that pick up the pace in the latter sections of the film are reflective of my style of filmmaking.
The use of music that is an integral part of life in Africa and in the Diaspora take centre stage in my film.

“East African New Wave” - History

This is an exciting time for African Cinema. In East Africa specifically, cinema is now going though a renaissance with a small group of strong female directors
emerging on the world stage. Their films are different from the francophone art house or the West African melodramas of “Nollywood”. A new wave has come
about and IMANI is a product from the “East African New Wave”.
IMANI was three years in the making film was competed in 2010 but shooting started in November 2008 in both rural and urban locations in Gulu and Kampala,
over a six-week schedule. Once a rough cut was made I then decided to have a re-shoot of some of the key scenes that I felt needed improvement and to film
additional scenes. Since I am looking at both a local and international audience the feedback from two respective focus groups led me to dig deeper, stretching
my resources further. We were pleased when we received some support funding from The Global Film Initiative.
We then filmed for an extra two weeks in June of 2009. Once I decided to have a reshoot there were some great challenges to overcome as there is no stable
industry in Uganda.
IMANI, is truly a labour of LOVE . It is about our lives in Uganda, our universal issues and our Ugandan society is examined through the lives of those living in
harsh conditions. I poke fun at the rich and aim to uplift those who struggle for a better life.
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THE CAST

One of the most important aspects of IMANI for me was a strong cast. As we have little to no tradition of filmmaking in Uganda, and this was the first of its kind from
a local filmmaker, there are no casting agencies from which to access talent. In addition, we have a strong theater tradition but I was not keen on using theatre actors
for my narrative film. Hence the open call began with posters at our National Theater. From over 300 people who attended the open auditions, I selected 40 to attend
an intensive actors boot camp that I ran with an acting coach from Kenya. From this I selected a wonderful cast of non-actors and even some runners for the crew.

THE CREW

Eighty percent of the 35-person location crew had never worked on a fiction film before, let alone a feature film. Four volunteers that I met in Canada
(selected by me when I was shadowing in Vancouver) came to work on the project such as the DOP, Focus Puller, Camera Operator and 1st AD.
The rest of the team came from Uganda, Kenya, Germany and the UK. Those who were trainees and assistants in all these areas of the production team are now heading up their
various departments on iVAD productions on commercials and short films.

THE FORMAT
While in Vancouver, I discussed filming IMANI on The Red Camera. The team from Canada was able to assist me in getting a greatly reduced kit from Canada that
they then traveled to Uganda with for the shoot. I wanted the quality of celluloid but at a fraction of the price and what I got was fantastic.
As the Red Camera has never been used in Uganda before we faced a number of huge challenges when it came to post-production.
POST–PRODUCTION SOUND
At my small production studio we were able to cut the film. We were running out of funds so I had to continue and complete the whole edit at home in
the evening while running my production business by day. This was a very tough time for me personally. For the finer aspects of film editing I made
a co-production deal with a couple of production houses in Sweden. CinePost, FilmPool Nord and Rode Orm Film really loved the film and were
willing to help. They were brought onboard to finish the cut ready for Berlinale, the first film festival for IMANI.
MUSIC

I love music and I respect the importance it holds in any film narrative so I have spent a great deal of time making the right score that complements the quality of
the image in my film. Contemporary artists from both Uganda and Kenya have participated in making IMANI even more special. Artists such as Tshila, Abramz and
Sylvester, Chillum Woods and Maia Von Lekow were selected by me as I feel that they are IMANI translated into music. Contemporary music from East Africa.
I believe that we have discovered and nurtured talent on and off the screen and we have also increased the levels of film production skills in Uganda. Most of the
funding has currently come from iVAD productions (from meager profits over the last 5 years).
We have already had quite a lot of interest from international festivals. After the launch internationally at film festivals all over the globe, IMANI will be released
locally at cinemas, video halls and mobile units around Uganda
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INTERVIEW WITH THE DIRECTOR – CAROLINE KAMYA
WHAT INSPIRED YOU TO MAKE IMANI?
I always wanted to make a fiction film that represented, on screen where I came from. IMANI tells three stories across one day – In 2007, I read a simple script
about a returning child soldier and this intrigued me so I bought the rights. With Mary’s story, I’ve always been interested in the lives of domestic workers and their
perceptions about their bosses, the lives they constantly look in on. This was a story that I was greatly interested in when I returned to Uganda in 2004 and began to
look at the different social layers in Ugandan society especially those who work at peoples’ homes. With Armstrong, I saw this amazing group of break dancers who
were using their skills as dancers to make social change. They had a powerful message and at first, I wanted to make a documentary, but later I decided that a fiction
film would have more punch. I decided putting their story into a drama would make a unique feature film revealing the diversity that exists in Uganda right now.
WHY DID YOU CHOOSE REHEMA NANFUKA, PHILIP BUYI & STEPHEN OCEN AS YOUR LEAD ACTORS?
We held open auditions over several months during the weekends as my production company was keeping me busy in the week. For the role of Armstrong, all the break dancers
attended but it was Philip who stood out the most, although at first, he had a “macho character” that was hard to penetrate but he soon changed.
When I met Rehema, I was struck by her lack of attitude or ego, she fully engaged with the role, embracing the character, she understood that this was a lead role. Most of the women
who auditioned were more interested in the Madam’s role, a tiny part, and few of them wanted to play a “maid.” Rehema had a completely different attitude, which worked for me.
Stephen auditioned up in Gulu and he just stood out of the crowd of kids who attended. On set, he or I (I forget which) started to call him ‘magic boy’ and he was just that. He would
instantly switch into character when needed, going from a cheeky, bubbly young boy to the quiet, withdrawn Olweny character you see on screen. Stephen has a lot of potential. He
wants to meet Will Smith, and somehow, I have to make that happen.
WHAT TYPE OF ACTOR TRAINING DID YOU UNDERTAKE AND WHY?
For this movie to have an impact I knew we needed good actors. I wanted to concentrate on creating good actors from the abundance of raw talent in Uganda.
There are few trained actors in Uganda and most of these you find on the stage. But I didn’t want stage actors – these guys who are mostly older than me - would
want to direct ME not the other way around. So I opted for non-actors and drafted in Keith Pearson from Kenya to train the cast. He had previously worked on
“The Constant Gardener,” training young Kenyans. All in all, we did four days training before the first shoot and two days prior to the re-shoot.
YOU TACKLE SOME SENSITIVE SUBJECTS – WHAT ISSUES AROSE FROM APPROACHING THESE SUBJECTS?
I treated the subjects like they weren’t issues, not drawing any attention to them because this would have made people nervous.
I also wanted to highlight issues like the effects of war, domestic violence, rape within marriage, and corruption, some of which are such taboo subjects that they are
rarely discussed openly. But I think the kissing scenes are going to get people in Uganda talking more than anything. Africans or rather mainstream Ugandans just
can’t deal with Africans kissing on screen. I wanted to push the boundaries in this area especially as we are perfectly happy watching foreigners kiss on screen.
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TELL US ABOUT THE ATMOSPHERE ON SET?
Everyone in the crew got on very well and worked together as a team despite some tough filming conditions. A swear word was only uttered once on set and not
by a local I must add. Swearing is not acceptable at work in Uganda. It’s not the way we do things.
YOU USED THE RED CAMERA IN UGANDA FOR THE FIRST TIME EVER – WHAT WERE YOUR EXPERIENCES?
The Red Camera was completely new technology to Uganda. As I had originally wanted to shoot on film but could not afford it, this was a great way to get the
filmic effect without paying handsomely for it.
We had not anticipated that it might suffer in the extreme heat of Uganda. One day on set, I noticed it was flashing ‘hot-body’. Panic set in but we were able to
cool it down and everything worked out well. We could not afford a back-up camera.
LOOKING BACK, WOULD YOU UNDERTAKE THIS PROJECT AGAIN?
Absolutely, I would make the film again, of course. I learnt several lessons from the IMANI experience, which will benefit me greatly on the next production.
In addition I made some really good contacts that are interested in supporting my next project so that’s excellent.
WHAT CAN WE EXPECT NEXT FROM YOU AS A DIRECTOR?
Without wanting to reveal too much, I definitely would like to make another feature film with strong female characters and possibly spanning two continents
(Europe and Africa). I am looking at adapting a book and I’m always interested in tackling the subject of home, and identity.

IMANI
(Some of the cast and crew from the reshoot)
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PRODUCTION NOTES
Pre-production for IMANI began
in 2007, after I read a story about a child
soldier returning home – this became the
basis for the Olweny storyline in the film. I
commissioned my sister, Dr Agnes Kamya
to begin working on the script and together
we worked on the other stories.
The pre-production process went
smoothly although finding the crew was
pretty challenging. Generally because
local feature films are not made here, so
we had to look abroad to make sure we
had the right skill set in place for the film.
I had an international crew work on
IMANI. They came from Uganda, Kenya,
Rwanda, Canada, Germany and the UK.
My production manager came from the
UK (and trained up a local production
manager for the re-shoot), the camera team
came from Canada and my chief lighting
guy came from Rwanda, we had worked
together previously, on my first project,
and I had always promised him that we
would work together again. The crew
from Uganda came from documentary and
short film production areas so we provided
crash courses to bring them up to speed on
working on a feature.
The crew got on very well; actually
the Canadians were surprised by the harmony
amongst everyone. A swear word was only
uttered once on set and not by a local I must
add. Swearing is not acceptable at work in
Uganda. It’s not the way we do things.

With finding the appropriate
locations, we traveled up to Gulu on
several occasions during pre-production.
I wanted to reflect this region, in its postwar climate. There is a general paranoia
about visiting Gulu, people were warning
me to be very careful up there but we had
no major issues.
In Uganda we have a power system
called ‘load shedding’ where electricity is
switched on and off intermittently. When
we got to Gulu, there was no power in
the village so we had to use a generator
throughout. Sometimes the generator would
be in a bad condition or not configured for
the shoot so our lighting team would spend
hours trying to correct the problem. The
power issue became a bigger problem than
we anticipated, especially in Kampala.
For the Madam’s house in
Kampala, the interiors scenes were shot
in one day at a house in Kololo (a posh
neighbourhood of Kampala). Even here,
we were affected by a power cut and when
the generator arrived, it came without the
right connector sockets. But it all worked
out in the end.
We chose Kisenyi as the location
for the majority of Armstrong’s scenes.
Kisenyi is a poor neighbourhood and
to guarantee the safety of our crew and
equipment we got the support of local
leaders, including a great guy called Buster
who became part of our security team.
Everyone in Kisenyi was very supportive
of the film.

Throughout the shoot, we had no
major problems with the weather, Ugandan
weather is very dependable but we faced
so many other challenges. There were
also no places to hire some of the kit we
needed, the red camera came all the way
from Canada. Uganda just doesn’t have
facilities like props departments or trained
set builders, so everything had to be made
from scratch and all the props were real,
which was brilliant for authenticity but
complicated when it came to sourcing
them. On day one of the shoot, the props
and wardrobe crew member just did not
turn up - our first major hurdle.
We had a second shoot, a few
months after the first one. It mainly
consisted of additional material to strength
the Olweny story. My sister Agnes (writer)
had to work with a very rudimental script
in the first place and on watching the first
cut, we needed to add depth to his story.
For the Armstrong story, we
shot an additional scene with Sheba his
girlfriend to strengthen their relationship
and introduced his rival, Simon earlier in
the film. With Mary, we recorded some
general shots of her working and increased
the scene in the last sequence to heighten
the drama.
In between the first and second
shoots, several of the costumes were stolen
and we had to re-create them. This was a
painful process – for example, the skirt that
Teresa (the counselor) wears had a unique
African design. So I got my graphics
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designer to re-create it then have it printed
onto thick PVC paper as the printing on
cloth just bled the designs. Also, Armstrong
wears some camouflage shorts and a blue
t-shirt with a complex logo, which we just
could not find in Uganda, we searched every
shop in Kampala before finding similar
shorts but the t-shirt had to be redesigned at
my studio and sent to the printers.
As the re-shoot happened a few
months after the first shoot, we found that
Stephen’s hair had been cut for school (this
is standard practice in Uganda) so my hair
and make up lady came up with the unique
idea of gluing tuffs of hair onto Stephen,
surprisingly, it worked really well. Also,
both he and some other members of the
young cast had also grown a lot in height
as they are in puberty.
The post-production process took
over twelve months. During the second
phase, I was running my office during the
day and editing in the evenings but this
was a blessing in disguise, I got the final
product I wanted. As a control freak it was
best for me to do it myself.

IMAGE GALLERY
All the images can be downloaded directly from www.imanimovie.com
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CAST

Armstrong
Mary
Olweny

Simon
George
Grace
Lapyem

George

PAUL SSENYONGA

Grace

ODONG SAWIYA

Lapyem

OCAYA JAMES

JOSEPH PACUTHO

DENNIS JOSIAH

Wasswa

CHARLES MAWEJJE

Lasty

NICHOLAS OJALA

Teresa

PAMELA. E. ACAY
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VINCENT OCHEN
PAUL SSENYONGA
ODONG SAWIYA
OCAYA JAMES

JOSEPH PACUTHO
BRIAN IYAMUREMYE
ALBERT KADDU

Edward

DENNIS JOSIAH

Wasswa

CHARLES MAWEJJE

Princess

SALLY NAMUGENYI

STEPHEN OCEN

Jonas

MC

BOXA FRANKLY

REHEMA NANFUKA

CHARLOTTE BAGAYA

Ben

ALBERT KADDU

PHILIP BUYI

Sheba

Younga

BRIAN IYAMUREMYE

Edward

Princess

Simon

VINCENT OCHEN

Jonas

MC

Olweny

STEPHEN OCEN

CHARLOTTE BAGAYA

Ben

Mary

REHEMA NANFUKA

Sheba

Younga

Armstrong

PHILIP BUYI

BOXA FRANKLY
SALLY NAMUGENYI

Lasty

NICHOLAS OJALA

Teresa
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Producer and Director
Writer
Director of Photography
Post Production Producer
Co-Producers

CREDITS

CAROLINE KAMYA
DR AGNES KAMYA
ANDREW COPPIN
JAN MARNELL
MIKAEL BRODIN

		

HANS-HENRIK ENGSTROM

		

MAGDALENA JANGARD

		

ADEL KJELLSTROM

		

PER-ERIK SVENSSON

		

RODE ORM FILM

Associate Producers

JAN MARNELL

		

ANDERS HAGGLUND

Unit Production Managers

VANYA BARWELL

		
First Assistant Directors
		
Camera Operator

PETER OKELLO GIDEON
TONY KINYUA
SANDRA MAYO
PIERCE LAIRD ALEXANDER

Script Supervisor/
Continuity
Focus Pullers

NATHAN OCHOLE
KJOVERN JOSHUA LLOYD

		

NATHAN MCTAGUE

Chief Lighting Technician

RAYMOND KALISA

Asst Lighting Technicians

JOSEPH LORIMO

		

PAUL NAMAYO

		

BRIAN IYAMUREMYE

Production Sound Mixers
		

RICHARD AUSTIN
STEPHEN OKURUT “OLD FOX”

Boom Operators

BRYAN. D. KISEMBO

		

SOLOMON OKURUT

Acting Coach

KEITH PEARSON

Choreographer

ABRAMZ TEKYA

Assistant Choreographers
HAKIM ZZIWA
		
ABDUL MUYINGO
Abstract Art Works
PETER TUKEI
Graphic Designer/
Illustrator
RONNIE KAYONGO
Animator
YUNUS SEDAYALA
Makeup & Hair
ALI BOSCO
Makeup Special Effects
KELOY KEMIGISHA
Props & Costumes
VINCHO NCHOGU
		
PEGGY MBIYU
		
MUGUME DAVIDSON
Location Managers
SYLVESTER KABOMBO
		
KENNEDY MAKUMBI
		
KEVIN KIGANDA
Production Coordinator
IRENE NDUTTA KIMULI
Sponsorship Coordinator
EVELYN NUWAGABA
Production Assistants
SYLVESTER LALUM
		
AGASHA NATALIE TABARO
		
CATHERINE WAMBUI
Runners
Head of Runner
WILSON EMUSAGA
Directing Department
MANUELLA PACUTHO
Props & Costume
REGINAH NDAGIRE
Camera Dept Runner
TIMOTHY OSIEL
General Runner
DAVID OCHEN
								
Editor
CAROLINE KAMYA
Assistant Editor
NATHAN OCHOLE
Editing Consultant
PETRA AHLIN
Sound Supervisor/Mix
MIKAEL BRODIN
Sound Designers
CHRISTOFFER DEMBY
		
TONY ÖSTERHOLM
		
CARL-OSCAR AHLSVED
Foley
JANNE DAHLQVIST
Colorist
MIKE COSOLA
Online
JONAS ERIKSSON
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SOUND TRACKS
RANDOM AT HEART

NAMBOOZO

Composed by Ragnar Grippe

Composed by Tshila

Performed by Elisabeth Berg  

Performed by Tshila, Myko Ouma, Nshaba Julius,
Joshua Ijala and Kaz Kasozi
Publishing House: The Sound Kitchen, UK

NON EST ITAQUE
Composed by Ragnar Grippe

BULI SHESI NGHOLA

Performed by Madeleine Kristoffersson

Composed by Tshila
OMUBBI WAAKUNO

Performed by Tshila, Myko Ouma, Joshua Ijala,

Composed by Tshila

Nshaba Julius and Kaz Kasozi

Performed by Tshila, Myko Ouma and Kaz Kasozi

Publishing House: The Sound Kitchen, UK

Publishing House: The Sound Kitchen, UK

NKOLE SENTE

KAMPALA

Composed by Tshila

Composed by Tshila

Performed by Tshila, Nshaba Julius and Kaz Kasozi

Performed by Tshila, Myko Ouma, Kaz Kasozi and Nshaba Julius

Publishing House: The Sound Kitchen, UK

Publishing House: The Sound Kitchen, UK
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EMPISI Y’OWANYU

OBULAMU (LIFE)

Composed by Akiiki Romeo

Composed by Sylvester

All vocals: Akiiki Romeo

Performed by Sylvester

Percussion: Akiiki Romeo and Gdava Woods

The instrumental was produced by Dj Glue from Belgium

Guitar: Wak Yuli

Recorded & mixed by Skinny of Infinit3 Records, Uganda

ROSA
Composed by Akiiki Romeo

UKO WAPI

All Vocals: Akiiki Romeo

Performed by Maia von Lekow

Percussion: Akiiki Romeo and Gdava Woods

Composed by Maia von Lekow and Chris King

Guitar: Wak Yuli

Courtesy of Circle and Square records

Thumb Piano: Herbert Kinobe
All songs composed by Akiiki Romeo

JOTO

Arranged by Akiiki Romeo and Gdava Woods
Produced, recorded and mixed by Gdava Woods at

Performed by Maia von Lekow

CHILLUM WOODS SOUND, Kampala

Courtesy of 2nd Home Media, Berlin

KYENDI KYENDI
Composed by Sylvester and Abramz & Toki Wright
Performed by Sylvester and Abramz & Toki Wright
Recorded in Uganda.
Produced and mixed by Ketra Quey in Minnesota
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